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Abstract- Bulk superconductivIty In polycrystalline pressed samples of
CXt-IBEDT-TfFI213 and fl p -IBEDT-TfFI 213 Is reported. This finding
shows that organIc superconductors can be used In principle for the
preparation of electrOnic devices and superconductlng cables.
L Introduction
Organic metals and superconductors usually grow as single crystals at
an electrode In an electrochemical cell. Therefore physical investigations of organic metals and superconductors are performed on single
crystals. This Is certainly an important fact for the understanding of
the electrOnic properties of such materials. On the other hand, in the
case of possible applications of such organic metals certainly very
rarely single crystals could be used. Since up to now superconductlng
organic polymers are also not aVailable. the only possible way to use
organic superconductors at least In principle for applications would be
as polycrystaliine powders, which might be pressed to form larger
samples.
From a physical point of view superconductivity In such polycrystalline pressed samples should be observable because It has been shown
that the coherence lengths in such quasi-two-dimensional organic superconductors are typically of the order of 10-100 it that means of the
order of the dimensions of the unit cell. A problem for the observation
of superconductivity In polycrystalline pressed samples might arise from
the fact that organic metals are usually relatively soft compared to inorganic superconductors. Therefore the organic materlals might undergo phase transitions when a pressure is applied to the powder in order
to obtain mechanically stable samples. and the development of annealing
processes might be necessary for observing bulk superconductivity.
Here we report the preparation of such polycrystalline pressed samples of organic superconductors which show bulk superconductivity at
ambient pressure.
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2. Experimental and Results

Mechanically stable samples of the size of 4xtxO.5 mm3 were prepared
from carefully pulverized single crystals of organic metals such as
a-(BEDT-TIFI 2 I a • ",-(BEDT-TIFI 2 I a • ~-(BEDT-TIFI2Ia and
(BEDT-TIFI 2 Cu(NCSI 2 (the crystallites resulting from the pulverisatlon process had typical diameters of 0.5 - IOllm I by applying a pressure of about I kbar to the powder. The resistivity of the samples was
measured by the usual four pOint method.
In the case of the polycrystalline pressed samples of (BEDT-TIFI • .
Cu (NS I 2 we were not able to observe bulk superconductivity [I]. not
even after annealing the samples at 80°C for several days. This fact
mlght be due to a phase transition during the preparation of the sample.
In contrast to the samples of (BEDT-TIFI.Cu(NCSI. in the case
of the polycrystalline pressed samples of ex,-(BEDT-TIFI 2 I a . which
were prepared from a powder of ex-(BEDT-TIFI 2 I a and annealed at
75°C for at least 3 days directly after the preparation. bulk superconductivity was observed (at 2 K about SO X volume superconductivity with
respect to an ideal superconductor [11 I. The superconductlng transition
is relatively broad. While the onset for superconductivity in the resistivity curve is found near 9 K. zero resistivity Is observed at 2.2 K. In
the case of crystals of ex,-(BEDT-TIFI 2 I a zero resistivity appears
already at 6 K [2].
A question which arose was whether It is possible to obtain bulk
superconductivity in samples of ex,-(BEDT-TIFI 2 Ia when the preparation of the samples starts from ext-(BEDT-TIFI2Ia powder. Curve
a In fig. t shows the resistivity versus temperature for such a polycrystalline pressed sample of ext-(BEDT-TIFI2Ia. A metal-like
behaviour was found over the whole temperature range between 300 and
1.3 K but no bulk superconductivity could be found. In contrast after
annealing the sample at 7S ° C for 3 days agaIn a broad superconductlng
transition could be observed (curve, b In flg.ll and ac susceptibility
measurements indicate at 2 -K a SO X vo./ume superconductivity with
respect to an ideal superconductor. The behaViour of pressed exc !BEDTTIFl21a samples prepared in this way was more or less identical
with that of samples prepared from ex-(BEDT-TIFI 2 I a powder [ll.
In order to obtain some more information about such phase transitions which occur under pressure during the preparation of the
polycrystalline pressed samples. resonance Raman investigations. In
particular on the most intensive vibrational symmetric stretching
mode of the 13- anions. were carried out. Earlier measurements on
Single crystals of ex-. exC and ~-(BEDT-TIFI2Ia [3] had shown that
the resonance Raman-spectra are very sensitive to the symmetry of the
13 anions. The symmetric stretching mode of the linear symmetric 13
anions is usually found at about 10 cm- I higher energy than that of
the asymmetric and non-linear 13 anions [3]. In the resonance Raman
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Figure 1; Resistivity versus temperature of a polycrystalline pressed sample of cx .. -(BEDT-TfFl z I 3 (curve al and of a sample of cxt.-(BEDTTfF1:l13 which was annealed after the preparation (curve bl.
spectra of the polycrystalline pressed sample of cx-(BEDT-TfFl z I3
symmetric, linear and asymmetric 13 anions are observed (4] . This indicates that the pressure during the preparation of the samples deforms
the [j anions partially. A similar result can be observed for the polycrystalline pressed samples which were preprared directly from powdered cxt-crystals and not annealed after the preparation. In contrast
to this finding the resonance Raman spectra of the annealed polycrystalline pressed samples of cx t -(BEDT-TfFl z I 3 (which become superconducting I show only the stretching mode of the linear and symmetric
13 anions, indicating again the higher symmetry and higher order of tbe
structure.
The most surprising observation was made by measuring the temperature dependence of the resistivity of polycrystalline pressed samples of ~-(BEDT-TfFI213 (In the following called ~p-( BEDT-TfFI 2 13 )
(5]. Without annealing the samples showed an onset of superconductivity at 9 K, zero resistivity at 3.2 K and the middle of the resistive transition at 7.S K (see fig. 21. This observation Is surprising because single
crystals of ~-(BEDT-TfF)213 show a rather sharp superconductlng
transition at 1.2 K (6] and a metastable superconductlng state at 8 K (7].
Here in the polycrystallJne samples of ~p(BEDT-TfFI213 the superconductlng state at 7.5 K Is stable and a bull< effect of the sample, as can be
seen from the change of the ac susceptibility (see fig. 2 I which corresponds at 2 K to about SO X of that expected for a perfect superconductor.
In the samples of ~p-(BEDT-TfFI213 a structural phase transition
occurring under pressure again plays a role. As a consequence of the
phase transition here the transition temperature Into the superconductlng state Is Increased. This behaViour reemphasizes that organiC superconductors might also be of Interest for Industrial applications.
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Figure 2: Resistivity and change In ac - susceptibility versus temperature
of a polycrystalline sample of ~p-(BEDT-TIF)213 (below 12 K).
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